GOVERNANCE

EXECUTIVE BOARD
Chair: Patricia Rodney
Vice-Chair: Adisa Douglas
Secretary: Karen Jefferson
Treasurer: Joseph Whittaker

BOARD MEMBERS
Jesse Benjamin
Noble Maseru
Asha T. Rodney
Kanini Z. Rodney
Kurt B. Young

ADVISORY COUNCIL MEMBERS
Babacar MBow
Kwaku Danso-Boafo
David Dabydeen
Colin Hilaire Cholmondeley
Howard Dodson, Jr.
Jesus “Chucho” Garcia
Budd Hall
Keith Jennings
George Lamming
Zakia Hamdani Meghji
Gail Reed
Donald Rodney
Kathy R. Scott
Ewart A.C. Thomas

COMMITTEES

FINANCE, FUNDRAISING & DEVELOPMENT
Joseph Whittaker, Chair
Adisa Douglas
Julian Pouncy
Asha T. Rodney

PROGRAMS
Noble Maseru, Chair
Gillian Barclay
Adisa Douglas
Kanini Z. Rodney-Phillips

PUBLICATIONS
Jesse Benjamin, Chair
Kurt B. Young, Co-Chair
Nicole George
Aajay Murphy
Patricia Rodney

SYMPOSIUM
Asha T. Rodney, Chair
Jesse Benjamin, Co-Chair
Hashim Gibrill
Karen Jefferson